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EDITORIAL
The May, 1982 Moscow World Conference of Religious Workers for Saving the
Sacred Gift of Life from Nuclear Catastrophe is the theme of this issue of OPREE.
The conference drew an unusual amount of negative publicity in the United States
of America, both before and after the conference. A similar conference, which was
also convened by Patriarch Pimen of the Russian Orthodox Church in Moscow, in 1977 ,
which I attended, was also pregnant with similar opportunities and pitfalls, but it
was greeted with such silence by the U. S. government and press that it seemed that
there was a conspiracy of neglect.
But, just as the tensions between East and West
have increased since 1977 , so have the reactions to the conference. It is doubtful
that the sole reason for this was the attendance at the 1982 conference of a sub
stantially more distinguished U. S. delegation--including the ever prominent Rev�
Dr. Billy Graham, as well as some outstanding leaders of mainline denominations.
This OPREE issue provides accounts of three eyewitnesses. Dr. James Will and
the Rev. Lamar Gibble, both longstanding leaders of Christians Associated for Rela
tionships with Eastern Europe (the sponsor of OPREE) , were invited conference parti
cipants.
The third, the Rev. J. Martin Bailey, attended as a journalist. Their ac
counts provide a welcome alternative to the generally condemnatory views which ap
peared in both the secular and the conservative religious press. It is regrettable
that even those publications which specialize in reporting on Eastern Europe (e. g. ,
East/West News Service, May 18 , 1982) chose to downplay the main issues of the con
ference and to concentrate primarily on attacking Billy Graham for his alleged
naiveti in regard to religious freedom in the Soviet Union. Little praise came to
him for his dedication to bringing his own Christian convictions in regard to the
evils of the arms race. Graham may well be naive, as he was in his former anti
Communism. Nowadays, his problem seems to be that he does not perceive the com
plexities of the Eastern European political and ecclesiastical scene.
Graham's critics, however, are more guilty of blindness than he, for they do
not seem to appreciate his joy at finding many evidences of vibrant religious life
in Eastern Europe. They attack him for asserting that there is evidence of some
freedom to worship. Religious liberties are not an all-or-nothing proposition, but
they are present in varying degrees in various societies at different times. Graham
stressed that degree of freedom which he personally observed.
His critics stress
only those limitations of religious freedom which they know from the testimony of the
dissenters and martyrs or from comparisons with their own societies. One of the many
ambiguities of Eastern Europe is that both the opportunities and the limits·of reli
gious expression are present. A perceptive observer and analyst will notice and
evaluate both. It will be the aim of this editor to present in future issues of
OPREE both the opportunities and the limitations. Certain authors are sure to em
phasize one more than the other, but both emphases will find expression in this pub
lication, because both are parts of the truth.
In this issue, the aim is to be true to the purpose of the Moscow Conference
and to present analyses relating to the central purpose of the conference as well as
the key documents which were adopted there. It is GAREE's hope that churches as
well as individual readers will be able to use this material for study and reflec
tion and as a source and inspiration for anti-nuclear-war action.
Paul Mojzes, Editor

